
Performant 88 Premium
Aesthetics. Comfort. Luminosity.

It is the window with the 
most advantages, 
long-lasting, that follows 
the current design trends 
and has the best thermal 
insulation. It is for those 
who prefer the aesthetics 
of aluminum but who, 
likewise, want to take 
advantage of the benefits 
of PVC profiles, more 
precisely the exceptional 
thermal and sound 
insulation. Performance 88 
Premium comes with a 
larger glazing surface than 
any other window, both 
due to the 2 ³/64 glass 
packages and thanks of 
the design of the profile 
that can have the frame 
hided in the structure of 
the construction, 
respectively of the 
alignment between the 
frame and the sash.
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Design with countless options for these windows due to the many 
aesthetic possibilities: the choice of color from an almost unlimited 
range due to the aluminum plating, the alignment between the frame 
and the sash that offers linearity to the window and the possibility of 
burying the frame in the masonry for even more elegance.

Glass options: 4 seasons, anti-burglary, secure, variety of frosted 
and decorative glass.

Colours: white, wood textures, mat, metallic or bicolour 
(the RAL range for the exterior).

Hardware available in various shapes and colours, assorted handles 
and hinges, hidden hinges.

Seals colour grey or black.

1 PVC 7-chamber coplanar aluminium cladded profile with 3 ¹¹/16 
constructive depth.  Extra middle gasket in profile to increase 
thermal insulation

2 Maximum opening window size:  39 ³/8  x 98 ²⁷/64 

3 Option of profile with foam in the reinforcement chambers of the 
frame and sash that ensures exceptional thermal insulation

4 Glass: standard 3 sheets with a thickness of 2 ³/64. 
Special reinforcement in profile that supports heavy glass weights

5 Gaskets: 3 + 1 under the glass package

6 Glass package rod: Aluminium or Warm Edge
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100% RECYCLABLE
5 YEARS WARRANTY
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